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"[bookmark: ]If you need to know the IMS vision you need to read this book....
  

 The IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) is the exciting new technology that will merge the Internet with the cellular world. It will make Internet technologies such as the web, email, instant messaging, presence, and videoconferencing available nearly everywhere.  

 The 3G IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) provides a thorough overview of the IMS and its technologies. Throughout, the authors first describe how each technology works on the Internet and then explain how the same technology is adapted to work in the IMS, enabling readers to take advantage of any current and future Internet service.  

 

	Presents an introduction to the IMS - its goals, history, vision, the organizations involved in its standardization and architecture  
	Discusses the signalling plane of the IMS including protocols, such as SIP and Diameter, used between the IMS architectural entities. Also describes how the IETF developed these protocols and how they are used in the IMS architecture  
	Describes the media plane of the IMS and discusses Internet protocols that are not currently used in the IMS but may be in the future  
	Provides SIP-based service examples such as presence, instant messaging and Push-to-Talk 


 Engineers, programmers, business managers, marketing representatives, and technically aware users will all find this book invaluable as it will help them to understand how the IMS works and the business model behind it. "     
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Exam Ref 70-412 Configuring Advanced Windows Server 2012 R2 Services (MCSA)Microsoft Press, 2014

	Fully updated for Windows Server 2012 R2! Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-412—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of advanced configuration tasks for Windows Server infrastructure. Designed for experienced IT professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed...
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Web Design for ROI: Turning Browsers into Buyers & Prospects into LeadsNew Riders Publishing, 2007

	This book is a child borne, like many others, of a cosmic combination of
	passion, frustration, experience, and luck.


	Passion—we quite simply love what we do and care deeply about the results. We hope we’re able to
	communicate this in our writing.


	Frustration—it seems for every victory we gain with...
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Beginning iPad Development for iPhone Developers: Mastering the iPad SDKApress, 2010

	It’s in magazines and newspapers, it’s on television and radio, it’s on busses and billboards and pretty much everywhere you look (except for Apple stores, where it’s likely still sold out). The iPad is the hot new touchscreen tablet from Apple, representing the next generation of mobile computing.


	Packed...
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The Art of SEO (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2009
A well-designed, easy-to-navigate website is useless if no one can find it. If your company is going to succeed in the web economy, optimizing your site for search engine visibility is essential. In this book, four of the most noted experts in the field of search engine optimization (SEO) provide you with proven guidelines and cutting-edge...
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Gas Chromatography and Mass SpectrometryAcademic Press, 1996
This guide provides, under one cover, a wealth of practical information designed to facilitate the effectiveness of the GC/MS user. Separation conditions for numerous compound types are provided along with derivatized and underivatized compounds. A section on how to interpret mass spectral data, an extensive correlation of ion masses and neutral...
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Fedora 10 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
As a market-leading, free, open-source Linux operating system (OS), Fedora 10 is implemented in Red Hat Enterprise Linux and serves as an excellent OS for those who want more frequent updates. Bestselling author Christopher Negus offers an ideal companion resource for both new and advanced Linux users. He presents clear, thorough instructions so...
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